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Abstract.
The spatio-temporal interplay between turbulence, mean and zonal flows has been
investigated at the L-H and H-L transitions in the edge region of the ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak. Close to both transitions, an intermediate phase (I-phase) characterized by
“limit cycle like oscillations” (LCOs) is observed in which periodic bursts of turbulence
correlate with E×B flow reduction and relaxation of gradients. During the I-phase,
the E×B velocity is dominated by the mean flows indicating that turbulence driven
flows are small. Periodic dithers between L-mode and the phases with LCOs are also
observed just before the H-mode onset where the edge density and temperature profile
gradients evolve on similar timescale as the flows. Thus connection between mean and
E×B flows holds during the all evolution from L-mode to H-mode demonstrating the
fundamental role of the neoclassical flows in the L-H transition physics.

In tokamaks, the observed energy and particle losses are in general much larger
than the levels predicted by neoclassical theory [1]. In 1982 a regime of improved
confinement (H-mode), in which a region of reduced transport is established at the edge
of the plasma, was described for the first time [2]. This region is named edge transport
barrier (ETB) and is characterized by a strong reduction of turbulence through E×B
velocity shear [3, 4].
In toroidally confined plasmas, the E×B velocity is a sum of two contributions: the
always present neoclassical or background flows (NFs) and the self induced turbulent
flows, also called zonal flows (ZFs). The background flow is dominated by the
main ion temperature (Ti ) and density (ni ) gradients and is roughly equal to the
i
diamagnetic velocity vdia
= ∇(ni Ti )/(eZi ni ) with e the elementary charge and Zi the
charge number [5]. Zonal flows are azimuthally symmetric, bandlike shear flows
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generated by turbulence stresses [6]. ZFs have been invoked as a possible mechanism for
the transition from the highly turbulent low confinement mode (L-mode) to the H-mode
often through an intermediate phase (I-phase) which reveals low kHz oscillations between
flows and turbulence. This phase has been observed in many different devices [7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and was originally called dithering H-mode [14] and more recently IMmode, I-phase or limit cycle oscillations (LCOs) [15, 10, 9]. The existence of zonal flows
is often deduced from the phase relation between turbulence amplitude and flows, where
a phase difference of π/2 is characteristic for predator-prey oscillations [16, 17]. However,
mean field equations also present limit cycle like oscillations as solutions [18]. A direct
measurement of the energy transfer from turbulence to the ZF via Reynolds stress,
which is not possible in fusion plasmas, has been made in low temperature plasmas [4].
Quantitative comparison between the neoclassical flow and the E×B flow can indicate
the strengths of the ZF. Note that a significant level of the Reynolds stress Πr cannot
be taken as first principle demonstration of zonal flow activity, since any change in
vE×B , containing also the background flow, may tilt the turbulence eddy orientation
and therefore affect Πr [19]. Moreover, it has been found in simulation that the toroidal
coupling of the zonal flow energy to the pressure through the geodesic curvature acts as
a loss channel preventing large amplitude, large scale zonal flow from forming [20]. On
the other hand, the background flows are emerging as a fundamental player for locking in
the transition to H-mode after the initial turbulence suppression [21, 22] and, in certain
circumstances, they can alone trigger an ETB [23]. Moreover, there is experimental
evidence for the importance of main ions in the L-H transition physics [24] and of the
edge profile gradients during the LCO [11, 13] indicating that the background flow is a
fundamental ingredient for the H-mode onset.
In this Letter we make use of an upgraded charge-exchange recombination
spectroscopy diagnostic (CXRS, [25]) and Doppler reflectometry [26] to compare
directly the spatio-temporal evolution of E×B flows, background flow, and turbulence
amplitude during LCOs in the edge region of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG).
The experimental observations show an intimate connection between the E×B flow
and the neoclassically expected flow close to the L-H transition. Every change in
vE×B is accompanied by changes in edge gradients demonstrating the fundamental role
of the mean flows in the L-H transition physics. During stationary LCOs, the direct
comparison between the measured E×B velocity and the ion diamagnetic velocity shows
that vE×B is dominated by the main ion gradients at the plasma edge.
The edge charge exchange diagnostic at ASDEX Upgrade provides a complete
reconstruction of the impurity profiles and its flows and therefore allows to calculate Er
[25]. The active CXRS diagnostic uses light impurity ions α and injected neutral atoms
to measure Tα and vα from Doppler broadening and shift, and nα from the line intensity.
By measuring the poloidal (θ) and toroidal (φ) projections of the impurity ion velocity,
it is possible to determine the radial electric field Er and hence vE×B , with knowledge of
B, through the radial force balance equation Er = ∇r (nα Tα )/(eZα nα )+vφ,α Bθ −vθ,α Bφ .
Fifty-two lines of sight (LOS) are focussed within a radial distance of 6 cm at the low
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Figure 1: Typical ASDEX Upgrade discharge with NI induced L-H and H-L transition.
(a): NI input power PNI (red), line integrated edge electron density ne (green), divertor
current Idiv (black). (b) spectrogram of Ḃθ measured at the high field side. (c,d,e)/(f,g,h)
turbulence amplitude at the edge by Doppler reflectometry AD /Ḃθ measured during the
L-I-L oscillations (c,f) and during the LCO close to the L-H (d,g) and H-L transition
(e,h).

field side plasma edge and have a spatial resolution better than 6 mm in the pedestal
region. Moreover, a new spectrometer allows us to run up to 9 LOS at 20 kHz sampling
rate measuring the He1+ (n = 4 → 3) emission line and therefore permits the study
of fast transient phenomenas like the LCO. In order to increase the signal to noise
ratio, external helium seeding is indispensable. The He1+ passive emission gives a large
contribution of up to 40 % of the total signal at the separatrix. Since the passive signal
of He1+ evolves on similar timescales as the active signal, a direct subtraction of the
passive component via beam modulation is mandatory to extract localized information.
A combination of 4 toroidal and 5 poloidal channels has been selected within 2.5 cm of
the very edge of the confined area in order to diagnose both the E×B velocity and the
ion temperature exactly where the ETB is established. Combining these measurements
with the electron density ne reconstruction from the lithium beam emission spectroscopy
i
(Li-BES) [27, 28], it is possible to compare the evolution of vE×B and vdia
which should be
clearly different if ZFs make an important contribution. For this analysis, the impurity
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ion temperature is assumed to be the same as the main ion temperature since the
thermal equilibration time between He2+ and D1+ is below 100 µs at the plasma edge
and dilution of ions by impurity is assumed to be a flat profile, i.e. ∇ne /ne ≈ ∇ni /ni ,
which is a good approximation given the typical profiles in L-mode and the purity of
the plasmas.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of a discharge where neutral beam injection (NI)
is used to induce an L-H transition. In figure 1(a), the time-traces of the NBI input
power (red), the line average electron density from an interferometer channel at the
edge (green) and the divertor tile shunt current Idiv (black) are shown, while in figure
1(b) the spectrogram of the poloidal magnetic field (Ḃθ ) measured by a Mirnov-coil
located below the inner divertor of AUG is plotted. The divertor tile shunt current is an
indicator of heat and particle fluxes reaching the divertor plates and it is often used in
metal divertor tokamaks as an L-H transition monitor signal. The discharges analysed
in this work are performed at a core electron density of about 4.5 × 1019 m−3 , close
to the minimum of the power threshold dependence on ne , and are carried out using
the same heating scheme shown in Figure 1. Two distinct fluctuating phases in the
evolution from L-mode to H-mode and back to L-mode are identified: (i) repetitive L-IL transitions (highlighted in red) with a frequency of around 200 Hz, (ii) an extended Iphase limit cycle oscillations at the L-H and H-L transition (highlighted in blue), visible
in the spectrogram as harmonics. The L-I-L phase is characterized by a transition
from a highly turbulent state (L-mode) to the typical turbulent bursts of the LCOs
(fig.1(b)). The turbulence level dynamics at the plasma edge AD , measured by Doppler
reflectometry, correlates with the Ḃθ signal with no delay (fig.1(f)): the spikes of the
LCOs are followed by quiet phases while in L-mode a continuously high fluctuation level
is found. The same correlation is found during the LCO close to the L-H (figs.1(d) and
1(g)) and H-L (figs.1(e) and 1(h)) transition. The late I-phase is often interrupted by
type-I ELMs (t = 4.675 s, figs.1(a) and 1(b)) indicating that both particle and heat
confinement at the edge increase in this phase to a level close to H-mode. This is also
confirmed by the signature of the H-L transition where the plasma transits back into
L-mode only when the LCOs disappear (t = 5.017 s). The dynamic evolution from Lto H-mode described here is preserved in all the discharges analysed later in this work,
although differences in the duration and the timing of the different phases changes due
to small differences in the electron density at the L-H transition and to the intrinsic
randomness of the investigated phenomenas. We now focus on the analysis of these two
fundamental steps towards the H-mode: the onset of the I-phase and the LCO events.
The L-I-L oscillations give the opportunity to study the transition between L-mode
and the LCO in repetitive similar conditions. However, every L-I transition shows a
slightly different evolution not allowing conditional averaging and therefore no proper
subtraction of the passive CX component can be performed. However, it is possible
to compare the relative evolution of the edge gradients (∇Ti and ∇ne ) with the edge
poloidal He2+ flow, vθHe , by fitting both the CX emission of He2+ and the passive He1+
line. This approach is particularly sensitive to changes in the poloidal velocity since,
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Figure 2: Time-traces during the L-I-L oscillations: signals from different radial
positions (a) Ti , (b) ne , (c) vθHe , and from (d) Ḃθ . The shaded time windows in (b)
indicate when the Li-BES is switched off for the background subtraction.
for a certain Er , the He1+ ions rotate faster in the poloidal direction compared to the
He2+ ions because of their smaller diamagnetic term. Thus, zonal flows could be directly
identified if vθHe evolves on a different timescale than ∇Ti or ∇ne or if a delay in the
correlation maximum is observed. In the following, the measurements of Ti and vθHe
obtained without accounting for the passive spectra are reported in arbitrary units.
Figure 2 shows the time-traces with L-I-L transitions at three different radial positions
just inside the separatrix: (a) Ti , (b) ne , (c) vθHe , (d) Ḃθ . The grey shaded area in plot
2(b) denotes the time interval when the Li-BES is switched off for the quantification of
the background emission. No evaluation of the E×B velocity could be obtained from
Doppler reflectometry during the I-phase due to the reduced turbulence level between
the LCO bursts, resulting in a low signal to noise ratio. A strong modulation of the
gradients in Ti and ne is observed, coherent with the increase of confinement associated
to the LCOs. In particular, the steepening of the edge ∇Ti is established by a reduction
of the temperature close to the separatrix while ∇ne steepens up through the increase of
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Figure 3: Comparison during the L-I-L dithers between: (a) vθi , (b) vθHe (c) Ḃθ and
cross correlation between vθi and vθHe (d) and between vθHe and the turbulence level AD .
ne at ρ . 0.99. The evolution of the edge gradients initially extends only 1.0−1.5 cm just
inside the confined region. These substantial changes in the edge vθHe and Ti profiles are
not due to movements of the plasma because its position only oscillates by 1.0 − 1.5 mm
(≈ 20 % of the spatial resolution) in between L-mode and the LCOs. The evolution of
vθHe is compared with vdia , calculated as ∇(ne Ti )/(ne B), and Ḃθ during two L-I-L dithers,
shown respectively in figures 3(a)-(c). A high cross-correlation is found between vθHe and
vdia peaked at zero time delay, within the error bars and the experimental resolution
(100 µs), showing that the edge flows and gradients have similar trends and evolve on
the same timescales (fig. 3(d)). The relative evolution of vθHe and of the turbulence
level AD from Doppler reflectometry during the L-I-L dithers has been investigated for
discharge #30796 due to the lack of DR data in #31052. The cross-correlation between
vθHe and AD is shown in figure 3(e) evaluated with a time resolution of 250 µs. No time
delay is observed between the evolution of vθHe and AD , i.e. C(vθHe , AD ) is peaked at
zero. However the shape of C(vθHe , AD ) is not symmetric and might suggest a delay in
the turbulence evolution compared to the flows. This would indicate that the flows, and
hence the gradient, develop slightly before the turbulence is suppressed. However, given
the time resolution of the measurements and its uncertainties further investigations are
necessary to confirm this observation.
A comparison between equilibrium and the total E×B flows during a stationary
I-phase is presented in figure 4. Conditional averaging was applied during beam
modulation in order to subtract the passive component in the He2+ spectra. In this
way it is possible to compare quantitatively the E×B velocity profile (fig. 4(a)) with
the diamagnetic velocity of the main ions (fig. 4(b)), measured with a time resolution
of 10 kHz. Here, the error bars are evaluated from the uncertainties of the impurity
flows, the ion temperature and the impurity density gradients using Gaussian error
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Figure 4: Conditional synchronization of LCO bursts during a stationary I-phase at
i
three different radial positions of: (a) vE×B , (b) vdia
, (c) AD .
propagation. These are derived in the most conservative approach from the maximum
and minimum allowed gradients within the error bars of two neighboring channels.
This leads to an overestimation of the error bars which is visible in figure fig. 4(a)
and fig. 4(b): the statistical noise of the time traces is much smaller than the error
bar itself. The synchronized turbulence amplitude is shown in figure 4(c) where the
solid line is the 100 µs box average of the points. As previously discussed, the main ion
diamagnetic velocity is modulated with the same frequency as the E×B velocity and the
edge turbulence. Moreover, in the considered time window, the total shear is dominated
i
≈ vE×B , pointing to a physics picture
by the edge main ion gradients (fig. 5(a)), i.e. vdia
where the ZF amplitude is small compared to the neoclassical flows, in agreement with
[11]. Note that this is not only valid during stable LCOs but there are indications that
this might extend also to the initial LCO bursts, just after the L-I transition. The
maximum of the cross-correlation between vθHe and ∇(ne Ti ) calculated in the first 2 ms
after the L-I transition at t0 , i.e. during the first four LCOs, show good correlation
without any time delay within the errorbars confirming that the connection between
neoclassical and E×B flows is not broken by ZFs (fig. 5(b)). The E×B flow measured
by charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS), reported in this manuscript,
shows an opposite behaviour during the I-phase as compared to the previous Doppler
reflectometry measurements [10]. During the I-phase bursts (high turbulence level), the
radial electric field, Er , well shown in [10] reaches its minimum (indicated as “I high”)
while in between the bursts (low turbulence level) the Er well is close to zero (“I low”).
This behaviour could not be confirmed by means of the CXRS diagnostic which, as
reported in figure fig. 4(a), measures the opposite trend: the Er well is deeper when the
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turbulence is damped while it is reduced when the turbulence level is high. The reason
for the disagreement is not fully clear, it might be due to the low signal to noise ratio
of the DR in-between the bursts where the reflected signal is low due to the reduced
fluctuation level. However, the qualitative trend of the E×B flow during the I-phase
reported here is consistent with previous publications [9, 11, 12, 13]. Moreover, in this
work particular effort is dedicated to the measurements of the neoclassical flow which
combined with the E×B flow, provides the only way to quantitatively estimate the
amplitude of the turbulence induced flows. As a result, while the physics of the zonal
flows has been largely demonstrated in previous studies [6, and references therein], here
it is shown, that in the analysed phases their contribution to the total E×B flow is
small compared to the neoclassical one.
To summarize, at AUG the transition from L- to H-mode passes through an Iphase characterized by limit cycle like oscillations. In addition repetitive back an forth
transition between L-mode and I-phase are observed. We have provided experimental
evidence of the role of the neoclassical flows in the L-H transition physics. Although
it has been shown turbulence-zonal flow interaction is present in toroidally confined
plasmas, we do not have evidence that it contributes substantially in the phases
investigated. Namely, in the dynamic evolution towards the H-mode, the edge profile
gradients and E×B flows evolve simultaneously. Moreover, the direct comparison
between the main ion diamagnetic velocity and the E×B velocity during a stable Iphase shows that vE×B is dominated by the neoclassical flows.
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